
After reading Bob Goff’s book, I wanted
to learn more about his wife. It’s a very 
personal look at the events that shaped 
her life. 

Love Lives Here (Maria Goff)

Written by the founder/creator of Rustic Cuff.  
It’s a heartwarming book about her life 
experiences and is filled with stories of what 
she calls “irrational generosity and kindness.” 
She also has a fun podcast called CEO-ish with 
Jill Donovan. 

The Kindness Effect (Jill Donovan)

One Day (Gene Weingarten)

by Francine Rivers Beautiful retelling of the 
Book of Hosea. I read it MANY years ago 
and it left such an impression on me. It’s a 
powerful story about God’s unconditional 
love for us.

Redeeming Love (Francine Rivers)

a two-time Pulitzer Prize winning author, 
this book was the subject of a program 
that we saw on TV (possibly Dateline or 
20/20) about Washington DC’s first heart 
transplant (which is why I bought the book).  
Mr. Weingarten drew a random date out of a 
hat and wrote “the extraordinary story of an 
ordinary 24 hours in America.” Some rough 
language and subjects but very fascinating.

I loved this book.  I had heard him on an 
interview and loved his contagious laugh and 
his whimsical personality. The book is filled 
with humor and great illustrations as he shares 
his life experience. 

Fascinating book (with lots of pictures) 
where the author asked 150 people to 
share the one object that brings them joy, 
magic and meaning.

What We Keep (Bill Shapiro)

The Ultimate Gift (Jim Stovall)

The Passion Code - 100 Days with Jesus 
(O.S. Hawkins)
John gave this to me for my birthday and I’ve 
been reading it as a devotional every day since.  
To be honest, I’m only half way through but it’s 
been wonderful to read through the Easter 
season and during this Coronavirus season to 
keep my focus on Jesus.

The Traveler’s Gift – Seven Decisions 
That Determine Personal Success 
(Andy Andrews)
A very creative story of a man who gets in a 
car accident and makes several “visits” to 
famous people who pass along 7 valuable 
principles for life.

I first saw this as a movie (which I highly 
recommend) but then received it in a Faithbox 
and was captivated by the premise of the book. 
Very heartwarming story. 

Love Does (Bob Goff)

And The Good News Is (Dana Perino)
An interesting compilation of stories from 
the former White House Press Secretary.
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